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Abstract
There is increasing interest in group-based applications for video distribution, multimedia conferencing, publish and subscribe etc. Such applications can use networks efficiently by multicasting (supported traditionally at the network layer, but also now at the application layer). Designing such large-scale distributed systems is a complex task that can be aided by using a viewpoint approach to separate out different concerns, for example to separate object interaction from communications support. This paper extends earlier work on the design of distributed systems that use point-to-point communication to propose a framework within which viewpoints can be used to assist the design of complex applications involving groups and multicasting.

1 Introduction
The Internet supports point-to-point communication between two computers placed geographically anywhere in the world. Other applications operate in a distinctly different manner, to support a group of end-users. Rather than employing a one-to-one communications path between two specified users, they operate over a communications model supporting one-to many and many-to-many connections. One-to-many examples include video distribution, News Broadcasts, Advertising and Stock Price Updates. Examples of applications using many-to-many communication are Video Conferencing and Shared Whiteboards.

Group-based applications have a variety of requirements, which we discuss below. A key requirement is that they make efficient use of the network and this can be done by multicasting, which avoids unnecessary duplication of messages across network links. Multicast provision at the network layer is provided on Internet routers through the host group model [8]. The model is based on best-efforts delivery and is open and dynamic: the membership is unknown and anyone can transmit to a group. Blocks of addresses for multicasting are provided in both IPv4 and IPv6.

Concerns remain about the scalability and security of the host group model and the lack of provision for sophisticated applications. Many Internet routers are not yet configured to be multicast-capable. For these reasons, the current trend is to implement Application Layer Multicasting (ALM), whereby the application layer itself takes responsibility for organizing multicast trees and forwarding messages. ALM is less efficient, but has the flexibility to support a wide range of group-based services.

Group-based applications raise many design issues and these issues span networking layers. Host groups are ideal for open information services where there are a small number of informally co-ordinated senders. Comprehensive group support requires authenticated membership, group management, identifiable senders, security and support for real-time Quality of Service (QoS) and for mobility.

Such extra support can be offered at the transport or application layer. IETF proposals at the transport layer are most advanced for Reliable Multicast Transport (RMT) [26]. The approach is to use building blocks from which users can construct the required functionality, such as Forward Error Correction or hierarchical acknowledgement trees. The traditional broadcast ordering protocols could also be provided at this layer. Specific group-based applications also have their individual requirements: for example layered video coding, publish and subscribe mechanisms or floor management for real-time conferencing.

It is clear that designing group-based distributed systems is a complex task. We believe that design methodologies can assist with this task and will enable group-based applications to work over different infrastructures and different engineering environments. Additionally we believe that it will encourage more widespread implementation of group-based applications.

Designs should be able to illustrate multiple instances of objects and interfaces, belonging to different capability classes. Groups can be expected to be large, possibly hierarchically organized and their membership may be unknown and may change frequently, as members join and
leave. Designs should be capable of specifying the required support mechanisms. The methodology should offer designs that are easy to specify and understand and are unambiguous. For example, a design might help the implementers to see the consequences of scaling their groups and of implementing reliability and security options.

Most current designs for multicast group applications are very specific e.g. [27]; they take a simple black-box approach in which the use of specific protocols is also indicated. This approach can serve simple applications well, but we believe that a more general, well-defined and integrated approach is needed and are not aware of other work describing such an approach.

To date, most design languages and methodologies have assumed an infrastructure supporting point-to-point communication. The ISO standard Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) addresses the issues involved with the complexities of designing distributed applications. By drawing on ideas from the RM-ODP framework, we demonstrate a means to design group-based applications that make use of multicast technology.

An important requirement is to enable a separation of concerns between the issues involved in designing the computational aspects of an application and the issues involved in designing support for group communication.

Specification from different separations of concern is often referred to as viewpoint-based or aspect-oriented design. There is much research surrounding the use of viewpoints [11, 12, 20] and aspects [6, 9, 13]. However, these ideas have not yet made it into the standards for mainstream design approaches such as the Unified Modelling Language (UML); nor do these standardised methodologies and languages provide facility for addressing the issues of Group communication.

The research reported in this paper addresses the group support aspects of the Design Support for Distributed Systems (DSE4DS) project [2, 10] which aimed to extend facilities for the design of multimedia distributed systems, to ensure that they can effectively meet the needs of complex systems which will include the use of stream communication, multicasting and Quality of Service (QoS) constraints. The project has defined UML-related notations and methodologies, which are aimed at addressing the complexities of designing distributed systems. We chose UML because it is widely used as a design medium for object-oriented design. The emergence of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) has gone some way to help avoid potential inconsistencies in behaviour specification.

The project has also shown how to derive Timed Automata models from the design [4], which are formally analysed to provide verification of QoS specifications against the functional aspects of the design. The results of the verification are fed back to the designer in the context of the original design and design notation; [4] discusses the verification aspects of our work.

This paper extends the design notations proposed by the project to facilitate specification of group-based applications. In particular this paper addresses techniques for designing the communication mechanisms required for supporting ALM.

In Section 2 we introduce the concepts used for our designs. Section 3 introduces the computational design of an example group application, which is extended in Section 4 where we explore alternative designs for a group communication mechanism. Section 5 discusses related work and the paper concludes in Section 6 with a summary and discussion of future work.

2 Viewpoint Based Design

The IEEE Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems [16] defines the notions of view and viewpoint as important parts of its conceptual framework. Many other works [11, 12, 20] also discuss the use of viewpoints and propose viewpoint based approaches to the design of computing systems.

We are specifically interested in the design of distributed computing systems. The ISO/ITU standardisation bodies have published a set of standards called the Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [28]. These standards make use of viewpoints within a framework for addressing the design of distributed systems.

The RM-ODP framework proposes a multi-paradigm specification approach by identifying five separations of concern (viewpoints) and addresses the design of the system from each. Different languages may be used for each viewpoint so that the relative strengths of different specification languages can be exploited.

The five viewpoints are: enterprise, information, computational, engineering and technology; further information regarding both the reference model and its approach to using viewpoints can be found in [19, 25, 28]. Briefly:

- The Enterprise Viewpoint is concerned with the purpose, scope and policies of the organization of which the system is a part.
The Information Viewpoint is concerned with information handled by the system.

The Computational Viewpoint is concerned with the functional decomposition of the system.

The Engineering Viewpoint is concerned with the infrastructure required to support distribution.

The Technology Viewpoint is concerned with the choice of technologies with which to build the system.

For the purpose of this paper, we focus on the Computational and Engineering Viewpoints. The concepts addressed within each of these viewpoints are described in the following subsections.

Part 3 of the RM-ODP defines the concepts and structuring rules that define an ‘abstract’ language for each of the viewpoints. The definitions must be considered abstract, as there is no defined (concrete) syntax specified for any of the viewpoint languages.

The above concepts and rules can be modelled using the OMG’s MOF [22] concepts of class, association, generalization etc. (These are a subset of the specification concepts found in the more commonly used UML.) In [3] we model the RM-ODP concepts and propose a concrete notation to be used for the design of concepts within the computational viewpoint. In Section 3 we discuss this approach and extend it by including the Group Management functions offered by an Engineering specification. In Section 4 we propose a UML based notation for the design of concepts within the Engineering viewpoint; focusing specifically on the design of our group communication example.

3 Computational Viewpoint

The Computational Viewpoint is defined in the RM-ODP as being concerned with the logical and functional decomposition of the system into a set of objects that interact at interfaces; this decomposition is to enable distribution. The primary concern of the computational viewpoint is the distribution of processing. However, it should be emphasized that it is not concerned with the interaction mechanisms that enable distribution to occur.

A computational viewpoint definition of a system should describe an object-based model that defines:

- A set of distributable computational objects
- The interfaces through which an object communicates
- The bindings between interfaces and the interactions they offer
- The actions that a computational object can perform – e.g. creation of objects, interfaces and bindings.

A language enabling the definition of computational viewpoint specifications provides, in essence, a programming model for a generic virtual machine. The mechanisms offered by this virtual machine, model the infrastructure over which the system operates, and is realised by definitions provided as part of the Engineering and Technology viewpoints.

Computational objects (which we abbreviate to compObjects) are self-contained, distributable units of computation – i.e. they exhibit some well-defined independent behaviour. To communicate with other compObjects they require interfaces that depend upon the type of interaction required. The RM-ODP classifies communication interactions into three distinct types – Operations, Signals, and Flows (or Streams). Each interaction occurs between two or more compObjects, and the interface through which the interactions occur indicates the compObject’s role as the source or the target of the communication.

In order for the interaction to pass from one compObject interface to another, a communications path is required. Such communication paths are modelled in the computational viewpoint as bindings. The ODP standard defines a binding as follows: “A binding is an infrastructure-provided configuration of network connections and behaviour.”

A primitive binding ties one interface directly to another (of the same type), enabling interactions to occur between the two compObjects. However, in many situations, a more complex compound binding is necessary. For example, to involve more than two compObjects in an interaction, or to offer application based control over the communications path (e.g. to manipulate the QoS
For modelling system applications that involve group communication, compound bindings are of significant interest and importance. Compound bindings model a communications path between two or more, different, compObject interfaces. Thus, as illustrated by examples in the RM-ODP standard, a compound binding can be used to model the presence of a multicast communications path between the source of a multicast interaction and a number of destination compObjects.

The Multicast functionality is an infrastructure provided facility, where that infrastructure is defined by the Engineering and Technology specifications, which detail the particular multicast implementations to be used. Thus, the multicast functions become part of the Computational Language virtual machine and can be treated as atomic actions. However, it is still necessary to provide interfaces in a computational viewpoint description that enable compObjects to invoke the multicast facilities. This is achieved by providing a ‘Control’ interface on a multicast binding, that offers (as an example) operations for adding or removing members of the multicast target group.

To illustrate the group-specific facilities of our design approach and languages we present, in the following subsections, the computational design of a multi-party messaging system.

### 3.1 Design of a Multi-Party Messaging System

Our example of a Multi-Party Messaging (MPM) System enables members to join a conference in which each participant can send text messages to all other participants. Members can join and leave the conference by informing the conference manager. The example has been kept small for the purposes of explanation of the design concepts.

![Figure 2 MPM snapshot showing one user having joined the conference](image)

We start by showing some Snapshots that illustrate possible configurations of objects in the system. These highlight the facilities for representing groups of objects in the diagrams. Following this we show the specification of object templates and interface signatures from which the system can be instantiated, showing how groups are facilitated in such specifications.

The final part of the example illustrates our specification technique for the behaviour of the object components in the system; this raises some issues (which are discussed) regarding the use of Group functions offered by the underlying Engineering environment. Our work in [3, 4] show how QoS specifications are added to a design.

### 3.2 Using the System (Computational Snapshots)

To make use of the messaging system, each user must instantiate a Member object; this compObject enables connection to a ConferenceManager, which provides an interface to which members are bound; that interface supports operations to join the conference. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of a system before any users have joined.

Each Member object instantiates a client ServiceInterface which must be bound to the conference manager’s server ServiceInterface. After users have made a connection to the conference manager, the next action is for them to join the conference; by sending a message to the conference manager – via its ServiceInterface. This results in bindings to the FromMember and ToMember interfaces of the conference binding object.

Figure 2 shows that the u1 Member object has joined the conference, with users’ u2 and u3 bound to the conference manager. If we were to depict many more users within this snapshot, it would soon become overwhelmed with Member objects. Additionally we may wish to depict the group of Member objects without specifically...
identifying them or the size of the group. To achieve this we facilitate the use of a stacked circle to represent a group of objects. Figure 3 shows a Computational Snapshot, showing five users as a group, participating in the conference.

Each group member supports a ServiceInterface, bound to the conference manager, and both a FromMember and ToMember interface, bound to the conference binding. The number of group members may be shown (as in Figure 3); or a group of unspecified size can be defined using a ‘\([0..*]\)’ label.

The interface symbol attached to the group of objects represents a group of interfaces (each member of the group has its own interface). The dashed line representing a primitive binding may represent either:

- that each of the interfaces at the group end are bound to a single interface at the opposite (conference binding) end; or
- that each interface at the group end is bound to a different interface instance at the opposite end.

This difference is distinguished by adding a ‘\(*\)’ to the opposite end of the binding line if there are a group of interfaces at that end, as in the case of the FromMember and ToMember interfaces; or by omitting the ‘\(*\)’ if there is a single interface, as in the case of the ServiceInterface.

3.3 Computational Templates

We can construct a computational viewpoint template diagram (similar to a UML class diagram) that defines the component types for our example application, Figure 4. In a similar fashion to class diagrams, Interface Signatures and compObject Templates are defined using compartmentalised boxes. The top compartment illustrates the name of the template type, and the bottom compartment shows the properties (attributes or operations) of the type. We use an icon in the top right of the box and a label enclosed in guillemots («...») to aid the visual distinction between interface, compObject and binding object templates.

The UML symbol for composition (a line with a solid diamond at the tail) shows that a compObject or binding object template offers a particular interface type in the role of producer/consumer, client/server, or initiator/responder, as indicated by a label in guillemots attached to the composition line.

This specification defines two computational object templates, Member and ConferenceManager. These two compObjects both support instances of the ServiceInterface interface signature, one in the role of server the other as a client. The ServiceInterface signature defines two operations, one for a member to join the conference, the other enabling a member to leave the conference. Each of

**Figure 3** MPM snapshot showing 5 users having joined the conference

**Figure 4** Computational Template Diagram
these operations takes a reference to an instance of the FromMember and ToMember interfaces as parameters; this enables the specific member object to be identified and facilitates binding of those interfaces to interface instances of opposite role on the conference binding object.

The ConferenceBinding specification defines a template for an operation binding object; it supports a CBCtrlInterface interface signature in the role of server, used by a conference manager object to communicate joining and leaving of members. In addition the ConferenceBinding template supports a group of FromMember interfaces in the role of server, from which messages are received; and a group of ToMember interface signatures, to which messages are sent.

3.4 Computational Behaviour

The functional behaviour of the system can be defined using the Statechart [15] notation. Events are caused by each interaction that occurs at a particular interface. These events are used as the semantic mechanism to trigger transitions in a Statechart.

Actions caused by a transition are either operations called on management object interfaces (supported by the ‘engineering virtual machine’ – ODP management functions) or the activation of an interaction at a connected output interface.

The behaviour of our Conference Binding object is illustrated by Figure 5. This shows two threads of behaviour. The top thread shows that the binding object must always forward messages transmitted by any group member to all group members. The bottom thread indicates that binding handles requests from members to join and leave the group. This thread initially creates a group identifier, to which further group interactions are sent (as described below).

3.5 Events and Messages

Interaction between computational objects is via the interfaces supported by each object. An object may respond to messages or events received at a specific interface and may cause events or message to be sent at other interfaces. Sending or receiving a message (at an Operational interface) can be treated in the same manner as sending or receiving an event (with the name of the operation) at that interface.

In general an object will respond to events at server, consumer and responder interfaces, and raise events at client, producer and initiator interfaces. Events may also be raised at server interfaces in order to respond with results or exceptions to client-server interactions. An event is identified jointly by the identification of an interface and the name of an Operation, Signal or Flow defined for that interface. Interfaces can be identified using explicitly given names or by using a combination of the role and interface signature name; e.g. in our example, a conference manager object can refer to the event caused by receiving a join operation message with the following expression:

serverCBCtrlInterface^join(fr,to)

The first part of the expression gives the role and signature name of an interface, in the context of a conference manager object there is only one such interface, thus the identifier is unambiguous and sufficient. The last part refers to the join operation defined for ServiceInterface interfaces, the parameter values of which can be identified using the names fr and to. The two parts are separated using a carat ‘^’, this is the OCL [23] notation for referring to messages; we use this notation in order to stay with a notation familiar to the UML family of languages.

The same notation is used both to refer to events and actions. The context of the expression determines the intended meaning. In a Statechart, such expressions would occur in the context of a transition as either:

- the event part, for identifying events to respond to;
- or
- the actions part, for causing operations and signals to be sent

3.6 The Group Management Function

The RM-ODP does not give much detail regarding the group management function; it simply states that this
function “provides the necessary mechanisms to coordinate the interactions of objects in a multi-party binding.”

The group function requires the definition of an Interaction Group and manages:

- Interaction – deciding which group members participate in which interactions.
- Collation – derivation of a consistent view of interactions (including failures).
- Ordering – ensuring that interactions are correctly ordered.
- Membership – dealing with addition, removal, failure and recovery of members.

In our approach, to provide reference in the computational viewpoint, to engineering support of the group function we provide the following set of functions, available for use within behaviour specifications:

- createGroup(sig:InterfaceSignature) – returns an identifier for a group; each member of the group must support the specified interface signature.

On each group identifier we can call the following operations:

- groupId.AddMember(ref:InterfaceReference) – adds a member to the group; the member is referred to using the passed interface reference which must be a reference to an interface signature of the correct type (defined when the group was created).
- groupId.RemoveMember(ref:InterfaceReference) – removes a member from the group.

- groupId.^<DefinedOperation> - Any operation defined on the interface signature can be sent as a message to every member of the group by calling that operation on the group identifier. The '.' notation is used for adding and removing members as we are calling an operation for interpretation by the interaction group concept itself, rather than intending a message to be sent to each member of the group.

4 Engineering Viewpoint

An Engineering viewpoint design describes the infrastructure and resources required to support interaction between objects; and rules for structuring the communication channels over which interactions occur.

Processing resources are known as Nodes. Through a hierarchy of Clusters and Capsules (not discussed here, see [28] for details) compObjects execute behaviour on Nodes, and communicate through a configuration of other, engineering, objects that form a communications channel. Channels are constructed from configurations of stub, binder, protocol and controller objects. The channel objects execute on the Nodes linked by the channel; the subset of objects executing on each particular node are known as channel endpoints and are linked by a communications domain (network).

4.1 Design of Multi-Party Communication Mechanisms

The design of the communication channels requires us to identify the structure and behaviour of the channel endpoints for each different channel type.

Figure 6 Engineering snapshots of the Multi-Party Messaging System
In our example system there are two communication paths: communication between the conference manager and members of the conference (serverChannel); and the multicast communication between groups of members participating in a conference (groupChannel).

This is illustrated in Figure 6(a) and (b). Figure 6(a) shows an engineering snapshot of three processing nodes. The two MemberNodes have a Member object running on them, whereas the ServerNode has a ConferenceManager object running on it. The dashed lines indicate communication channels between the objects. The groupChannel links all the Member objects and the Conference manager. The serverChannel provides communication between the Member objects and the Conference Manager (i.e. for registration, joining, leaving, etc.). It is obvious that if we were forced to explicitly represent every member of a group in the snapshot, our diagrams would be unusable for large group sizes. Hence, in a similar way to the mechanism provided in Computational Viewpoint diagrams, we provide the alternative notation shown in Figure 6(b); this shows a group of 8 MemberNodes each with a Member object that is connected to the groupChannel. The groupChannel is marked at the Member object end with a ‘*’ to indicate multiple endpoints. Conversely, the serverChannel has no additional marking, and therefore represents 8 separate channels from the ConferenceManager to each Member object.

The serverChannel is a one-to-one operational binding, enabling members to request that they join or leave a particular conference. The design of the engineering channel that supports this binding is not complex. An implementation of the channel could be by using simple Remote Procedure Calls, CORBA method invocation, or a Web Services framework. In each case the channel components are pre designed and can be used ‘out of the box’.

More interesting is the design of the groupChannel components, which must address the flowing issues.

1. Each endpoint is both a source and a destination.
2. There are potentially multiple (>2) end points.
3. The channel has some specific computational behaviour of its own.

Each of these issues means that a more complex set of channel components is required. In addition, there is a choice to make; does the targeted communications domain support group communication (network-layer multicast) or do we design the channel components to provide the group support (application-layer multicast)?

We explore a number of different design options, showing the design of the group channel endpoint in each case. The computational aspects of the design are not affected by the choice of option made in the engineering viewpoint. The options, illustrated in Figure (a-d), are as follows:

a. The communications domain supports network-layer multicast.
b. We provide ALM by creating a communication path between each pair of group members.
c. We provide ALM by providing a group server.
d. We provide ALM by providing a hierarchy of group servers.

There are two types of endpoint within the group channel, distinguished by their interface type and functionality: those that connect the member objects to the channel and the one that connects the conference manager to the channel. We call the endpoints connecting members “group channel endpoints”; and the endpoint connecting the conference manager a “group channel controller endpoint”.

4.2 Network-layer Option

If our network supports multicast routing, Figure (a), we design the group channel endpoint to make use of it. A client and server stub are required to marshal and unmarshal the sent messages and pass them to and from the Member objects.

A protocol object is used to send and receive the messages to and from a multicast group address. The controller object sends appropriate messages to the network (via the protocol object) to add and remove members from the group. This structure is illustrated in Figure 7.

![Figure 7 Network-layer Option Endpoints](image-url)
We do not include a binder object, as it is not necessary in this case, although one could be added between the protocol and stub objects. The interfaces illustrated with thick lines correspond to the interfaces for the binding object defined in the computational viewpoint design. The interfaces and primitive bindings (labelled a-c), which connect channel components, require further specification; this would be achieved using a Template Diagram, similar to Figure 4.

4.3 Multi-path Option

If network-layer multicast is not available, then we must provide the group support explicitly. A simple (but inefficient) approach would be to provide binder objects within the channel (as shown in Figure ). These binder objects would have the responsibility of recording all of the members of the group, copying outgoing messages to each member, and receiving incoming messages from each member.

Multiple protocol objects would be required, each providing the connection to every other member in the group, Figure (b). However, there would only be one channel controller object and its add and remove requests can be propagated around the group like other messages, although they would be filtered out and used by the binder object rather than being forwarded to the stub for processing by the connected member object.

4.4 Group Server Option

A more efficient option for the design of the group channel endpoints is to provide ALM by adding a specific group server at a ‘well-known’ address in the network, Figure (c); probably provided on the same node as the conference manager (though not required to be).

The protocol object is configured to communicate point-to-point with a group server as the means to provide group based communication. All messages are tagged with the identity of a particular group; it is subsequently the responsibility of the group server to communicate the message to all members of the group. (See Figure 9.)

This mechanism is offered by the JGroups library [17], which we have used to investigate implementation of the various channel endpoints.
4.5 Hierarchy of Group Servers

The group server option does not scale well (see [7]). A more scalable option is to provide a hierarchy of group servers; with each server responsible for a subset of the whole group.

To achieve this, we must allow group servers to be members of groups themselves. When they receive a message that is to be sent to the whole group, they send it to all of the subgroup members serviced by this server, including members of that subgroup that are themselves group servers. The group server hierarchy should be set up to provide the most efficient coverage of the overall group members. Typically group servers would execute on the Node of one of the group members, but they need not necessarily do so.

5 Related Work

CoSMIC [14] is a project which is developing a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) based tool suite for generating, configuring and assembling distributed real-time and embedded applications.

This work focuses on: the MDA aspects of generation from a high level model onto a variety of middleware platforms; and on the aspect-oriented cross-cutting of QoS requirements into the specification and resulting implementation.

The tool and results produced by the project are highly relevant and complementary to our work; addressing similar challenges, but do not focus on groups.

Oldengarm and Haltern [21] propose a multi-viewpoint architecture for defining distributed systems; based on the RM-ODP viewpoints. This work focuses on using the viewpoint framework to visualise what is happening within a program; for purposes such as debugging. They suggest a mapping from CORBA concepts to the concepts of the RM-ODP engineering viewpoint. This mapping is too simplistic for our purposes in the suggestion that an Engineering Channel maps to a CORBA TCP/IP connection.

There is also work within the Object Management Group (OMG) regarding the specification of an Enterprise Distributed Object Computing profile for UML [24]. This work does not sufficiently address issues regarding engineering viewpoint design and, specifically, does not facilitate a mechanism for designing complex bindings such as that required for group based applications.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper concentrates on the multicast and group support mechanism aspects of the DSE4DS project; the project advocates a viewpoint-based approach to distributed system design, built on the ISO standard RM-ODP framework. This paper has illustrated how to make use of group management functions within the computational viewpoint design and proposed a (UML based) notation for designing the engineering viewpoint communication channels. Specifically, this notation facilitates the design of group-based applications, which are not addressed by standard design notations such as the UML.

This approach enables computational aspects of the design to be separated from the design of mechanisms to support the group-based communication. In fact we have illustrated that multiple different designs of the communication mechanism may be provided without affecting the computational design. The key to scalability is in providing notations for specific components and concise representation for multiple instances of these components.

6.1 Future Work

We plan to extend the notation described in this paper to cover designs that include more comprehensive support mechanisms for groups, as discussed in the introduction. Providing a framework for the definition of components and their interactions enables other support mechanisms to be defined, such as a compObject that offers membership authorization or, in the Engineering viewpoint, protocol objects that allow designated receivers to take part in a scalable acknowledgement scheme for reliable multicast transport.

We also intend to model the transformation from designs to Timed Automata (TA) using the techniques
described in [1, 5] and making use of MDA technology and tools, such as the Kent Modelling Framework (KMF) [18], to generate tools that automate the design-to-TA transformation. Additionally, again using an MDA approach, we believe that by drawing on design information from multiple viewpoints it will be possible to generate system implementations from designs such as those presented in this paper. This concept is supported by similar suggestions in the UML profile for Enterprise Distributed Object Computing [24].

We also intend to extend existing QoS verification techniques to verify systems based on information from multiple viewpoints.
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